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Motivation

We envisage a model for an extremely long duration
gamma ray burst, with possible double jets and/or jets
redire ted, and leaving an orphan afterglow, while a ompanied by a gravitational wave signal. Su h GRB
would be resulting from the ollapse of a massive rotating star in a lose binary system with a ompanion
bla k hole.
Candidate for su h s enario: Cygnus
X-3, the X-ray binary system omposed of the Wolf-Rayet star, whi h
will undergo ore- ollapse supernova,
and its ompanion BH.

Physi s

The rst stage, ore- ollapse, is omputed semianalyti ally. The numeri al simulation overs the se ond stage of the event, the evolution of binary BH system, when the separation of its omponents be omes
so small, that the phases of inspiral, merger, and ringdown are tra ked. The full set of Einstein equations is
solved numeri ally to model the geometry of spa etime.
We onsider two bla k holes in quasi ir ular orbits
with mass ratios varying from 1 to 3. The more massive bla k hole arries also spin perpendi ular to the
orbital plane, and the se ond omponent is spinless. In
the rst approximation, we negle t the inuen e of the
surrounding matter ( ir um binary dis ) on the BBH
merger and simulate dynami s of the va uum solution.

Two example s enarios

The input parameters and results for two example runs
represent two possible s enarios, that might o ur during the 1st stage ( ore- ollapse): A, the homologous
a retion and B, the torus a retion with mass loss.
In A, M1 ∼ 9M⊙ , M1 /M2 ∼ 3 and M3 ≤ Menv .
In B, M1 ∼ 4M⊙ , M1 /M2 ∼ 1 and M3 ≥ Menv .
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Parameters in the Table are evaluated in geometri
units, used in numeri al simulations. Sin e the va uum solutions of Einstein equations are s alable they
an be easily res aled to t the astrophysi al onstrains
given above.

Gravitational re oil

The pi ture shows the traje tories of the omponent
BHs during the two last orbits of BH binary (red and
green), and the traje tory of the nal BH (blue).
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Numeri s

We use Einstein Toolkit omputational
pa kage, http://www.einsteintoolkit.org.
The initial data: given masses, momenta
and spins for ea h BH. The initial separation
of omponents is the same for ea h run and
is equal to 6M (M is approximately equal to ADM
mass of the whole system). The onstraints for the
initial Cau hy data for BBH are solved numeri ally.
The evolution: 3 + 1 split of Einstein equations, solving the Cau hy initial value problem using BaumgarteShapiro-Shibata-Nakamura (BSSN) method.
Grid: Cartesian 48×48×48M , resolution: dx = 1.6M .
7 levels of the adaptive mesh renement by fa tor 2 in
two regions around singularities. The regions of rened
grid follow the positions of BH's.
Analysis: The apparent horizons are lo alized around
the omponents of the BH system and around nal
merged bla k hole after it forms. The proper integrals
over the isolated horizons are al ulated to extra t the
values of mass and spin of the merged bla k hole.
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The ee t of gravitational re oil of the nal BH is
learly visible. Sin e the gravitational radiation aries
momentum, we estimate the ki k velo ity of the nal
BH. We obtained the values of re oil speed to be approximately 200 km/s (s enario A) and 300 km/s (s enario B). In future work we plan to analyze the intera tion of the re oiled BH traveling through the surrounding ir um binary disk and its possible inuen e on the
GW emission.
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